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Abstract

In-depth understanding of signal propagation in PCB traces and packaging interconnects
has become critical for SI modeling as communication speeds move into 8-40 Gb/s data
rates. Despite multiple publications discussing the effects of conductor roughness, a
practical analysis of rough interconnects is yet to be proposed. This paper presents useful
methodology in characterizing conductor roughness up to 50 GHz. We first identify the
dielectric properties of the substrate using test fixtures designed with a smooth copper
conductor. Next, we identify the parameters of a proposed roughness model for different
types of copper foil. Ultimately, we demonstrate and explain how the capacitive effects
of roughness increases interconnect group delay and decreases characteristic impedance.
Takeaway from the paper and presentation:
1) Understanding the advantages and disadvantages of existing roughness
characterization methodologies;
2) New simple and universal correction coefficient to account for additional loss and
dispersion due to skin effect on rough surfaces;
3) Understanding capacitive effect of roughness due to sharp peaks on conductor
surface;
4) Unified methodology to build heuristic roughness models for practical
applications.
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1. Introduction

During the manufacturing process of printed circuit boards (PCBs), copper foils
are treated to increase surface roughness and improve adhesion to dielectrics in order to
avoid delamination. The use of varying roughness profiles depends on the performance
specification of the PCB package, which include but are not limited to improved etching
capabilities, higher peel strength and improved signal quality. Appropriate electrical
modeling of conductor roughness on such boards is important for accurate prediction of
signal degradation effects discussed in [4]-[8], [10], [13]. Conductor roughness has been
shown in [19] to affect dissipation factor at higher frequencies and also the effective
dielectric constant of the adjoining resin-system at all frequencies. A systematic low-cost
characterization of conductor roughness is a must for accurate signal integrity analysis in
interconnects with data rates from 6 to 100 Gbps. A practical methodology for
electrical characterization of roughness effect for analysis of digital and microwave
signal propagation in rough PCB and packaging interconnects is the subject of this
paper.
There are multiple methods suggested for modelling the conductor roughness
effect. One of the first numerical investigations of the roughness effect was done by
Morgan in [1] for simplified surfaces with triangular and rectangular grooves. The results
of [1] were fitted by authors of [2] and later published in [3]. This model is widely known
as Hammerstad’s Correction Coefficient (HCC) and was successfully used for analysis of
microwave circuits and recently for PCB interconnects as shown in [4] and [5]. However,
the reports on the model applicability for PCB interconnects are shown to be
controversial in [6]-[8]. This is mainly because the maximal increase in attenuation due
to conductor roughness is limited to a maximum factor of 2 for the traditional HCC. Still,
authors of [4]-[6] demonstrated that the model can provide an acceptable degree of
accuracy for some types of copper surfaces.
There have been multiple attempts to derive alternative roughness models based
on the rough surface power absorption correction coefficients as descried in [6], [7], [9] [12]. A Hemispherical approximation of rough surfaces was used in [6] to derive the
correction coefficient. The “Snowball” model was introduced by Paul Huray in [7] to
derive a correction coefficient. Another correction coefficient was introduced by
Sandstroem in [9] and validated experimentally in [10]. A correction coefficient known
as the power absorption enhancement function based on the power spectral density of the
rough surface was introduced in [11] and [12].. In practice, all roughness correction
coefficients were validated with experiments, but still exhibit one common
characteristic - it is difficult to define the model parameters for any particular case.
Measurement results obtained using expensive equipment are typically required to define
parameters for a particular model. However, only the RMS peak-to-valley value (Rq) is
required for the HCC model. That value is typically available from the copper or laminate
manufacturer. The restrictive factor of 2 discussed earlier can be removed by introducing
the roughness factor coefficient as is done in this paper.
An alternative approach to utilizing the correction coefficient is the application of
equivalent generalized impedance boundary conditions as suggested in [15] and [20].
Three-dimensional electromagnetic approximation of rough surfaces can be directly used
to simulate the effect of roughness as it is done in [13], [14], [15] and [16].. However, the
major problem with the application of equivalent boundary conditions and 2D/3D
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surface analysis is that the error of the surface approximation relative to the actual rough
surface is unknown. The rough surface is technically fractal in nature as explained in
[17] and thus, cannot be approximated by simple geometric shapes. The pictures shown
in [7] illustrate this point. The authors of [6] and [7] also pointed out that
measurements with a profilometer or from micro-photographs of cross-sections may
be misleading in predicting the effect of the roughness topography. It has been shown
that the profilometer data or micro-photography may not provide sufficient resolution to
capture all the peculiarities of the rough surface.
In this paper, we propose a practical procedure for identifying parameters
for any roughness correction coefficient without the complexities required in
investigating the micro-structure of the conductor surface. The idea is to avoid the
microscopic investigation of the conductor surface and use a roughness correction
coefficient as a macro-model with parameters defined by matching simulated and
modelled generalized modal S-parameters. The procedure was first proposed for
identification of dielectrics in [24], and subsequently generalized for any PCB/packaging
material identification in [25]. Subsequently, the method was successfully used for
identification of roughness parameters in [19] and parameters of nickel plating in [26]. In
this paper, the procedure is illustrated with the identification of parameters for three
different roughness correction coefficients (Simbeor model, modified Hammerstad
model, and Huray’s snowball model). We begin with an experimental observation of the
roughness effect on insertion loss and group delay in PCB interconnects designed with
standard and low-profile copper roughness. A test board was manufactured with two
different grades of copper (RTF and VLP) on each half of the board. Micro-strip and strip
line segments of two different lengths were placed on the board to measure generalized
modal S-parameters (GMS-parameters) for the roughness parameter extraction.
First, we show that modeling interconnects with dielectric parameters defined by
the Bereskin method with smooth copper predicts lower insertion loss for both foils and
also lower group delay. Next, we build an electromagnetic model of interconnects with
the novel roughness model. A roughness correction coefficient is used for the local
adjustment of the differential surface impedance operator constructed for the interconnect
conductor with Trefftz finite elements. The model is causal and takes into account both
the resistive and inductive components of skin-effect on a rough surface. To build a
universal roughness model that can be reused in different software applications, we
extend the Hammerstad correction coefficient model to simulate cases with a possible
increase in attenuation smaller than or larger than 2 (limit of the original widely used
correction coefficient). The proposed model can be used with any numerical technique
for the analysis of lines with lossy conductors. It can be also used with any derived
roughness correction coefficient such as Huray’s snowball model. We will show how to
identify the parameters of each without the expensive investigation of rough surface
micro-structure, and then compare the results generated from each model.
In addition to a slight increase in internal inductance and an increase in
attenuation due to increased absorption by the rough surface (skin-effect), a
substantial increase in the conductor capacitance is also observed as shown in [18]
and [19]. This is explained by accounting for additional charges on the peaks of the
rough conductor surface profile. This effect is typically mitigated in analysis by adjusting
the dielectric constant of the substrate. However any changes in trace width may require
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an additional adjustment of the effective dielectric constant. We propose an alternative
approach by building a numerical model with short spiky “needles” evenly distributed on
a strip or metallization plane surface (singular surface). The parameters of this hybrid
heuristic model can be extracted with the GMS-parameters technique similar to the
identification of dielectric parameters. The suggested roughness characterization
procedure is practical and can provide a reliable prediction of interconnect
behavior for a particular laminate manufacturing process. We will show that the
suggested approach is acceptable for analysis of interconnects within some variation of
trace widths at frequencies from DC to 50 GHz or with data rates from 8-40 Gbps.

2. Test board design and measurements

To investigate the effect of roughness, a PCB with 8 layer stackup has been designed
and manufactured. The board in a micro-probe station is shown in Fig. 1. The board
stackup is shown in Fig.2. It has two microstrip layers (top and bottom) and 2 strip-line
layers (L3, and L6). Two different copper foils and two different dielectrics are used to
manufacture the board.

Fig. 1. Test board in the micro-probe station.
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Fig. 2. Test board stackup.
The dielectric constant (Dk) and loss tangent or dissipation factor (Df) for both
dielectrics were identified in a separate experiment with accurate Bereskin’s strip-line
method [21] using smooth copper. The results are Dk=3.0 and Df=0.003 for I-Tera 1080
laminate (both core and prepreg) and Dk=3.3 and Df=0.0034 for the I-Tera 2116
laminate. The values are measured at 2, 5 and 10 GHz. Note that it is normal to have
almost constant dielectric constant and loss tangent in this frequency band for these types
of dielectrics with very low polarization losses. The Wideband Debye (also known as
Djordjevic-Sarkar) model presented in [22] predicts such behaviour. Thus, these values
will be used for all computations in this paper. The values of Dk and Df at 2 GHz are
used to define the wideband Debye model.
The test structures on this board are 4 and 8 inch straight microstrip and strip lines
with transitions to probing pads on the surface of the board. Microstrip lines in the top
layer are 8.9 mil wide strips made of very rough standard RTF copper foil on I-Tera 1080
prepreg laminate without solder mask. To improve accuracy of experiment, the strip
widths as well as the dielectric layer thicknesses are measured after fabrication from
micro-photographs of the board cross-sections as shown in Fig. 3-4. Strip lines in layer
L3 are 4.1 mil wide strips made of RTF copper foil and sandwiched between 1080 core
and prepreg laminates. Strip lines in layer L6 are 5.7 mil wide strips made of low
roughness profile VLP copper foil between I-Tera 2116 core and prepreg laminates.
Microstrip lines in the bottom layer are 12.9 mil wide strips made of VLP copper foil on
2116 prepreg laminate.
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Fig. 3. Micro-photographs of cross-sections and dimensions for top microstrip (left)
and strip line in layer L3 (right).

Fig. 4. Micro-photographs of cross-sections and dimensions for bottom microstrip
(right) and strip line in layer L6 (left).
S-parameters were measured for all transmission line segments with an Agilent
VNA. The reflection loss was below -20 dB up to 20 GHz and below -10 dB up to 50
GHz as shown on the plots in Fig. 5 and 6 for the top microstrip and L3 strip line
segments. The data obtained were passive, but had substantial reciprocity and causality
violations at higher frequencies and the quality was questionable. Thus, the data quality
was estimated with the rational macro-models in Simbeor Touchstone Analyser [23] and
considered to be acceptable for further analysis (no improvement was necessary).
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Fig. 5. Insertion loss (blue) and reflection loss (red) for 4-inch (stars) and 8-inch
(circles) segments of microstrip line in the top layer (L1, RTF, 1080). Data quality is
acceptable (QM > 90%). Data provided by INAOE.

Fig. 6. Insertion loss (blue) and reflection loss (red) for 4-inch (stars) and 8-inch
(circles) segments of strip line in layer L3 (RTF, 1080). Data quality is acceptable
(QM>90%). Data provided by INAOE.
The measured data had low reflection and no resonances in the insertion loss.
However, the direct use of the transmission coefficients (insertion loss and phase or
group delay) for material property identification may have introduced uncertainties due to
the non-zero reflection losses, especially at frequencies above 15-20 GHz. Thus, pairs of
lines are used to extract the reflection-less generalized modal S-parameters (GMSparameters) of 4-inch line segments following the procedure described in [24], [25]
(shown in Fig. 7 and 8).
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Fig. 7. Generalized modal insertion loss (red and black lines, left axis) and group
delay (blue and green lines, right axis) for 4-inch segment of microstrip line in top layer
(RTF, 1080). Original data – red and blue line, fitted results – black and green lines.

Fig. 8. Generalized modal insertion loss (red and black lines, left axis) and group
delay (blue and green lines, right axis) for 4-inch segment of strip line in layer L3 (RTF,
1080). Original data – red and blue lines, fitted results – black and green lines.
GMS-parameters were additionally fitted with square root of frequency plus a
third order polynomial function to minimize measurement and noise caused by the nonidentical nature of the test fixtures (RMS fitting errors in magnitudes are less than 0.005,
in phases less than 1.5 deg.). The non-fitted and fitted GMS transmission coefficients for
the top microstrip and strip line in layer L3 are plotted for comparison in Fig. 7 and 8. We
observed that the group delay in the microstrip line increases at frequencies above 5 GHz
due to high-frequency dispersion caused by the inhomogeneous dielectric (field
concentration in dielectric at high frequencies). This effect can be captured only with
full-wave electromagnetic analysis. Group delay for the strip line goes slightly down
due to relative homogeneity of dielectric and slight decline of dielectric constant that can
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be predicted by the wideband Debye model. All these effects have to be considered and
are appropriately accounted for during the material parameters identification process. The
group delay is estimated here with 7-th order smoothing differentiators. Non-fitted group
delay exhibit relatively large variations that are not optimal for parameter identification
due to the different types of artefacts in test fixtures (physical non-identities) and noise.
However, group delay computed from fitted phase data is smooth and suitable for the
identification. Alternatively, the phase of the original GMS transmission can be used for
the material model identification – the fitted phase graph is practically overlayed on the
original phase data as shown in Fig. 9 (RMS error is 1.2 deg.).

Fig. 9. Generalized modal transmission phase for 4-inch segment of microstrip line in
top layer (RTF, 1080). Original data – red stars, fitted results – black crosses.
At this stage, measured reflection-less GMS-parameters for four 4-inch
segments of microstrip and strip line structures (in layers top, bottom, L3 and L6),
have been prepared to verify the dielectric model and to identify parameters of the
conductor roughness. Here we assume that the dielectric properties are known. Ideally,
we would need a separate experiment to ensure that the broad-band dielectric models
worked as expected. In addition, GMS-parameters for line segments made of smooth
copper on the same board would be ideal for separate identification of dielectric
properties over the extremely wide frequency band (from 10 MHz to 50 GHz in this
particular case).

3. Preliminary analysis of roughness effect

Now we proceed to compute GMS-parameters of 4-inch line segments with the
dielectric parameters defined by Bereskin’s method. We perform this computation first
assuming that all conductors have smooth surfaces (no roughness effect included). We
use the causal Djordjevic-Sarkar model [23] to characterize all dielectrics with
parameters defined at 2 GHz. The results of this preliminary analysis are plotted with
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circles in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. The measured GMS-parameters are plotted on the same
graphs with stars.

Fig. 10. Measured (stars) and preliminary computed (circles) generalized modal
insertion loss (IL, red curves) and group delay (GD, blue curves) of 4 inch microstrip
line in top layer (left plot) and strip line in layer L3 (right plot). Foil RTF, laminate 1080.

Fig. 11. Measured (stars) and preliminary computed (circles) generalized modal
insertion loss (IL, red curves) and group delay (GD, blue curves) of 4 inch strip line in
layer L6 (left plot) and microstrip line in bottom layer (right plot). Foil VLP, laminate
2116.
We observed a substantial difference in the insertion loss for all four types of
transmission lines even with the low-profile roughness foil. Group delays for the
microstrip line in the top layer and for the strip line in layer L3 (made of rough
RTF foil and 1080 laminate) were also substantially different from the measured
data as we can see from Fig. 10. In the case of the microstrip line on the top layer, the
relative difference in group delay was slightly smaller than in the case of the strip line in
layer L3. Computed group delays for the microstrip line in the bottom layer and for the
strip line in layer L6 (VLP foil and 2116 laminate) were much closer to the measured
data as we can see in Fig. 11. To match the modelled and measured group delays for all
four types of lines, we adjusted the dielectric constants as follows: from 3 to 3.15 for
1080 prepreg and to 3.35 for 1080 core, from 3.3 to 3.36 for 2116 prepreg and to 3.25 for
2116 core. The adjustment for the 2116 laminate is within the 5% limit expected for such
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material. However, the adjustment for the 1080 core laminate exceeds 10%. A possible
explanation is the sparse weave fibres in the 1080 laminate affecting the observed Dk
which is larger due to glass-fibre effect on the stripline discussed in [32]. However, the
board had traces running at 7, 10 and 15 degrees to the fibres and all cases showed
consistent increase in the effective dielectric constant as shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Generalized modal group delay (GD) of 4 inch microstrip line in top layer
extracted for 0, 7, 10 and 15 deg. traces (computed from fitted phase). GD computed with
Dk=3.0 is shown by yellow line (circles) and consistently lower.
Another possible explanation is that the group delay or effective dielectric
constant increases due to the roughness effect as noted in [8] and [13]. Authors of [8]
suggested that roughness increases the line inductance. However, the observed group
delay is larger even at very low frequencies where there is no skin-effect, and current is
uniformly distributed across the conductor. Such large increases in group delay and
effective dielectric constant would require at least a 10% increase in observed total
inductance per unit length. The internal inductance should be about twice that of
theoretically predicted value for a solid copper conductor with the same cross-section at
DC. In addition, the effect of increased inductance should be also visible as an increase
of the characteristic impedance. Theoretically, an increase of the dielectric constant, and
hence the capacitance should lead to a decrease of characteristic impedance. This is
exactly what was observed in this case as illustrated in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13. Computed TDR plot for a 4-inch strip line in layer L3 with adjusted Dk (left
plot) and measured TDR (computed from measured S-parameters) for all strip line
structures in layer L3.
Characteristic impedance computed with the increased dielectric constant was in
good agreement with impedance data from TDR. The difference would be about 10% if
the roughness increased the inductance. We did not observe such a difference. Thus, the
most probable explanation of the phenomenon is simply an increase of capacitance
due to the spikes on the rough conductor surface. This increase in capacitance can be
especially large for thin laminates. Note, that the capacitive effect of roughness was
reported, explained and even modelled for IC applications in [18]. On our test board,
maximal peak-to-valley roughness value measured with profilometer was 11.3 µm for
RTF and only 3.1 µm for VLP foil. The electrical field may be nearly singular on the
sharp surface peaks of the strip similar to the singularities at the strip edges. The top
layer microstrip line had only one very rough surface (bottom side of the strip) and the
capacitance increase was only about 5%. The strip line on layer L3 has two rough
surfaces (top side of the strip and plane above the strip), and corresponding capacitance
increased about 10%. This is clear evidence of the capacitive effect of conductor
roughness and it explains the large adjustment for dielectric constant on laminates facing
the rough side of the conductor. Additional capacitance can be simulated either with
the adjustment of dielectric constants or with an array of small spikes on the
conductor surface as will be shown later in this paper.
Technically, we can adjust the loss tangent of the dielectric and match the
insertion loss in the same way as we did with the group delay. We performed this
experiment and noticed that multi-pole Debye model discussed in [23] has to be used to
achieve good agreement both in the insertion loss and group delay. Unfortunately, as
noted in [4], the accuracy of such a model may be specific only to a given trace width.
Note also that the direct separation of losses detailed in [10] might seem an appealing
idea, but it may be difficult for such low-loss dielectrics. As we can see from Fig. 10 and
11, the losses due to roughness are substantial and grow with frequency, faster than the
square root of frequency – roughness may contribute to the linear term. These dielectric
losses may also not be proportional to frequency due to a slight increase of loss tangent
with frequency. Thus, the natural next step is to build a computational model taking
rough conductor surfaces into account and matching the model to the measured GMSparameters of line segments.
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4. Model for transmission line with rough conductor

To improve the analysis of the line segment, we first build an electromagnetic
model of the transmission line segment with a rough conductor surface. We use a hybrid
technique based on the method of lines extended to planar 3D structures introduced in
[27] and combined with the Trefftz finite elements discussed in [28] to simulate the
interior of the conductor with a rough surface. We first mesh the conductor interior with
rectangular Treftz-Nikol’skii elements with one component of electric field along the
conductor and two components of magnetic field in the plane of the conductor crosssection as shown in Fig. 14.

Fig. 14. Trefftz finite element model of the three-layer conductor (elements have different
size along the Z-axis).
Trefftz elements are built with the plane-wave solutions of Maxwell’s equations
in element medium as the intra-element basis functions. The intra-metal element can be
described by a differential impedance matrix Z el that relates local voltages (integral of
electric field) and surface currents (integral of magnetic field) on the faces of element as
follows [28]:
csech ( Γ ⋅ dz )
 coth ( Γ ⋅ dz )

1
1

Γ ⋅ dx ⋅ dz
Γ ⋅ dx ⋅ dz 
dx
dx

coth ( Γ ⋅ dx )
csech ( Γ ⋅ dx ) 
1
1

 Γ ⋅ dx ⋅ dz

dz
Γ ⋅ dx ⋅ dz
dz
Z=
Zm ⋅ 

el
coth ( Γ ⋅ dz )
1
1
 csech ( Γ ⋅ dz )


Γ ⋅ dx ⋅ dz
Γ ⋅ dx ⋅ dz 
dx
dx


csech ( Γ ⋅ dx )
coth ( Γ ⋅ dx ) 
1
1

 Γ ⋅ dx ⋅ dz

Γ ⋅ dx ⋅ dz
dz
dz

where Γ=

(1 + i )

1

δs

(1)

is the intra-metal plane wave propagation constant, Z m =

Γ

σ

is the

2
is the skin depth, σ is the metal
2π ⋅ f ⋅ µ ⋅ σ
conductivity, µ is the metal permeability, f is the frequency, and dx , dz are element
sizes along the X and Y axes as shown in Fig. 14. The element of Trefftz-Nickol’skii (1)
is reciprocal and conservative at all frequencies. In addition, the element matrix (1) has
correct low and high-frequency asymptotes. Skin-effect is automatically accounted for in
the element formulation - element size can be much larger than the skin depth. In fact,
even one element can be considered as a good approximation of a typical strip conductor.

intra-metal plane wave impedance, δ s =

14

A detailed analysis of the accuracy of Trefftz elements in analysis of conductors is
provided in [19].
The impedance matrices Z el of all the elements in the conductor cross-section are
simply connected, following the procedure similar to that described in [28]. A conductor
impedance matrix Z cs that relates local voltages and surface currents at the surface of the
conductor is formed. This procedure of connecting matrices enforces the boundary
conditions between two Trefftz elements. The final matrix is a differential surface
impedance operator and, by definition, is similar to the admittance operator introduced in
[30]. A differential surface impedance matrix is united with the grid Green’s function (or
matrix) explained in [27], describing multi-layered dielectric and conductive planes and
built with the method of lines. With this hybrid technique, we computed admittance
parameters for two segments of transmission lines and extracted complex propagation
constant ΓTL , characteristic impedance, complex impedance and admittance per unit
length following the procedure introduced in [29]. Using the computed ΓTL , the
generalized modal S-matrix of the line segment with length dL can be computed as:
0
exp ( −ΓTL ⋅ dL ) 

(2)
Sg = 

0
exp ( −ΓTL ⋅ dL )


Matrix Sg is normalized to the complex frequency-dependent characteristic
impedance of the line and does not have reflection. In the case of a coupled or multiconductor line, such a matrix has zero modal transformation terms as shown in [24].
GMS-parameters can also be extracted from measured S-parameters of the two line
segments as shown in [24]. Again, it can be done without any knowledge of the
characteristic impedance of the lines. The measured GMS-parameters will have exactly
zero reflection and mode transformation coefficients. Matching magnitude and group
delay or phase of computed (2) and measured generalized modal transmission
coefficients is the simplest possible way to identify the material properties.
To account for roughness, the conductor surface impedance matrix Z cs can be
adjusted to simulate additional losses and the inductance of the rough conductor surface.
One approach is to introduce a layer of elements on the surface of the conductor with
effective permittivity and permeability as suggested in [15] and [20]. Another possibility
is to use a correction coefficient and adjust the cross-section impedance matrix before
uniting it with the method of lines Green’s operator which describes multilayered media.
For that purpose, we first compute correction coefficients and place them in the diagonal
elements of matrix K sr and then multiply the conductor impedance matrix with the
correction matrix as follows:
Z cs" = K sr1/2 ⋅ Z cs ⋅ K sr1/2 (3)
Matrix K sr has the same dimension as the conductor cross-section impedance
matrix Z cs . The correction coefficients may be different for different sides of the strip.
For example, if the top and bottom strips have different roughness type or values, the
corresponding correction coefficients on diagonal of K sr can be adjusted to account for
the differences. This will force current re-distribution in the conductor cross-section and
minimizes total conductor losses (though, overall losses will be always larger with the
rough conductor surface). Similar surface impedance correction is used here in the
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spectral domain to account for roughness of the conductive plane layers. Any roughness
correction coefficient introduced in [3], [6], [7], [9]-[12], [16] can be used in (3) for
adjustment of the surface impedance operator. Both the real and imaginary parts of
the surface impedance are adjusted simultaneously. This implies that not only the
resistance, but also the internal conductor inductance is adjusted to account for the
roughness. This is in accordance with Leontovich’s surface impedance boundary
conditions and with Wheeler’s formula in [31] that equates the real and imaginary parts
of impedance for conductors with well-developed skin-effect. However, disproportionally
large increases in the internal inductance of the conductor as suggested in [8] cannot be
predicted by this model. Note that the approach with correction coefficients (3) can be
considered as the local version of the total resistance adjustment suggested in [5].
Typically, attenuation is adjusted with a roughness correction coefficient that leads to
non-causal results. However, the approach with the total resistance is less accurate
because there is no possible way of accounting for roughness on a particular surface in
addition to quasi-static approximation (no high-frequency dispersion).
Finally, for a practical illustration of the roughness correction algorithm we
modify Hammerstad correction coefficient [3] as follows:
2
  ∆ 2  

1
k sr =+
⋅ arctan 1.4     ⋅ ( RF − 1) (4)
π
  δ s   

where δ s is the skin depth defined earlier, ∆ is RMS peak-to-valley distance (may be
also considered as a parameter to fit), and RF is a new parameter that is called roughness
factor (RF>1). RF characterizes the expected maximal increase in conductor losses
due to roughness effect. Obviously, RF=2 derives the classical Hammerstad equation
[3] with maximal possible increase in conductor loss equal to 2. We denote model (4) as
the modified Hammerstad correction coefficient (MHCC).

Fig. 15. Comparison of roughness correction coefficients. MHCC model - red line,
∆ =1um RF=2.0. Huray’s snowball model – blue line, sphere radius 0.85um, tile size 11
um, Ns=20. Simbeor model – black line, ∆ =1um RF=2.0.
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For further computations we will also use another form of (4) obtained by fitting
numerical data for surfaces with triangular profiles implemented in Simbeor software as
an alternative to the MHCC. We denote this model as the Simbeor model (first
introduced in 2007). For comparison, we will also use roughness correction coefficient
derived from Huray’s snowball model presented in [7]. All three correction coefficients
are plotted in Fig. 15 for comparison – parameters of the models can be adjusted to have
a difference within 10%, up to 50 GHz in this particular set of measurements. Note that
all three coefficients are physical – they are based on models that describe increase
in conductor surface absorption when skin-effect is developed on a non-flat surface.
In other words, the models describe skin-effect on rough surfaces. The differences are in
the approximation of non-flatness or micro-structure of the surface.
The outlined algorithm was first published in [19] and used for analysis of plated
rough conductors in [26]. The algorithm for analysis of rough conductors with all three
roughness correction coefficients is implemented in the electromagnetic signal integrity
software Simbeor 2012 [22] that is used for all computations in this paper.

5. Roughness identification with GMS-parameters

Here we used generalized modal S-parameters (GMS-parameters) for validation
and identification of material parameters. Due to zero reflections, no modal
transformations and simplicity of the transmission term, the GMS-parameters (4)
are ideally suitable for such tasks. No computational models of probes or launches are
required. The GMS-matrix (4) be easily computed or extracted from S-parameters
measured for two segments of transmission line with different lengths [24]. Initially we
assume that all additional losses and increase in group delay observed originally on Fig.
10 and 11 are attributed to the roughness. According to [19], the roughness correction
coefficients can account for the increase in insertion loss, but cannot adjust the group
delay as much as we observed in the experiment. The capacitive effect of roughness [18],
[19] is practically frequency-independent and cannot be accounted for by any
adjustments of the conductor surface impedance discussed in the previous chapter.
We account for this in two different ways; the first and common way is to
increase the dielectric constant to match phase or group delay of GMS-parameters as was
discussed during the preliminary analysis of measured data. Fig. 16 illustrates this
approach for the1080 laminates. Good agreement between measured and computed group
delays is due to the correction factor applied to the dielectric constants from original 3 to
3.15 for prepreg to 3.35 for core 1080 laminate, from 3.3 to 3.36 for 2116 prepreg and to
3.25 for 2116 core. An alternative way to account for the additional capacitance is to add
spikes or needles to the computational model as illustrated in Fig. 17. This model is more
complicated, but it captures the physics of the effect (singularities and additional charges
at the sharp peaks). In this paper we will proceed with the models with adjusted Dk.
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Fig. 16. Measured (stars) and computed with adjusted Dk (circles) generalized modal
group delays (GD) of 4 inch microstrip line in top layer (left plot) and strip line in layer
L3 (right plot). Foil RTF, laminate 1080.

Fig. 17. Possible way to simulate capacitive effect of roughness – add spikes to rough
surface of microstrip line. Size and number of spikes are adjusted to match measured
group delay.
To simulate the additional losses due to the roughness effect, we will use model
(4), similar fitted model from the Simbeor software, and Huray’s snowball model [7].
MHCC and Simbeor model have two parameters: ∆ and RF. If ∆ is equal to RMS peakto-valley (Rq) as in the original HCC model, it can be measured with a profilometer. RF
can also be mechanically measured as the average increase in path along the rough
surface as compared to a flat surface. We used profilometer measurements and computed
Rq and RF for two types of foil used on the test board: Rq=2.6 µm, RF=1.85 for RTF
foil; Rq=0.68 µm, RF=1.3 for VLP copper. Using this data, the computed insertion loss
was larger than measured at lower frequencies and smaller at high frequencies for
microstrip in the top layer and stripline in layer L3 made of RTF foil with both MHCC
(4) and with the Simbeor model as illustrated in Fig. 18. Insertion loss was substantially
lower at all frequencies for a microstrip at the bottom layer and for a strip line in layer L6
made of VLP foil as illustrated in Fig. 19. Huray’s snowball model parameters cannot be
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computed from the profilometer measurements mainly because the minimum of three
parameters required for the model can only be defined if detailed micro-photographs of
the surface are available. We did not have access to equipment able to perform
computations with Huray’s model defined from the physical structure of the surface.

Fig. 18. Measured (stars) and computed (circles) generalized modal insertion loss (IL)
and group delay (GD) of 4 inch microstrip line in top layer (left plot) and strip line in
layer L3 (right plot). Foil RTF, laminate 1080, Dk of laminates are adjusted, roughness
model parameters are measured with profilometer (Rq=2.6 um, RF=1.85).

Fig. 19. Measured (stars) and computed (circles) generalized modal insertion loss (IL)
and group delay (GD) of 4 inch microstrip line in bottom layer (left plot) and strip line in
layer L6 (right plot). Foil VLP, laminate 2116, Dk of laminates are adjusted, roughness
model parameters are measured with profilometer (Rq=0.68 um, RF=1.3).
The mechanical characterization attempt was clearly not successful, especially for
low-profile roughness and the reasons have to be further investigated. It may be
explained by insufficient resolution of the profilometer or no correspondence in the
roughness model parameters with the parameters deduced from the surface geometry.
Thus, we decided to use the roughness correction coefficients and simply optimize
the roughness model parameters to achieve good correspondence with the original
measured data (minimize the least square error between measured and simulated
GMS-parameters). This procedure was more successful. With ∆ =0.35 and RF=2.8 used
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for all surfaces, insertion losses for both microstrip and strip lines made of RTF copper
provided a good match to the measured data as shown in Fig. 20 for the Simbeor model.
The MHCC model also provided acceptable match with parameters ∆ =0.35 and RF=2.6
as shown in Fig. 21. The least square error between measured and computed generalized
magnitude and angle was 0.032 for the Simbeor model, and 0.027 for the MHCC model
for the microstrip structure (differences in insertion loss are within 2%).

Fig. 20. Measured (stars) and modelled (circles, Simbeor roughness model) insertion loss
(IL, red curves) and group delay (GD, blue curves) of 4 inch microstrip line in top layer
(left) and strip line in layer L3 (right). Foil RTF, laminate 1080, adjusted Dk, ∆ =0.35
and RF=2.8.

Fig. 21. Measured (stars) and modelled (circles, MHCC roughness model) insertion
loss (IL, red curves) and group delay (GD, blue curves) of 4 inch microstrip line in top
layer (left) and strip line in layer L3. Foil RTF, laminate 1080, adjusted Dk, ∆ =0.35 and
RF=2.6.
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Note that the same roughness model is used for the microstrip and for the
strip line configurations and in both cases we can conclude that both models provide
acceptable accuracy up to 50 GHz. To extract the model parameters we defined the
surface roughness and roughness factor as variables, and used optimization to minimize
the least square difference between measured and computed GMS-parameters. Note also,
that if we add relative copper resistivity as a parameter (Rr), the optimization produces
slightly different parameters with about the same value of least square error. For instance,
for the Simbeor model we have ∆ =0.45 and RF=2.4 and Rr=1.11. A combination of
∆ =0.4 and RF=2.4 and Rr=1.1 in MHCC also produces good match with about the same
value of least square error. We can achieve a better match at DC by including the
resistivity parameter. The non-uniqueness of parameters is definitely a disadvantage of
such an approach, though it is perfectly suitable for practical applications as long as it
provides good correspondence for a set of micro-strip and strip-line structures on the
same board.
There are more parameters to match Huray’s snowball model as shown in [7] –
the minimal number of parameters is three (in addition to the resistivity of copper): ball
radius, base tile size and number of balls. Technically, the number of balls and tile area
size may be considered as one parameter in the formula provided in [7], in order to
reduce the number of parameters for optimization. Thus, we fixed the number of balls to
15 and optimized the other two parameters to minimize the least square error – the results
are illustrated in Fig. 22. The least square error in this case is 0.033 that is comparable
with the cases of the Simbeor and MHCC models. The efforts of some vendors in
microscopic characterization of copper surfaces with the parameters for Huray’s model
may eventually make this model more practical.

Fig. 22. Measured (stars) and modelled (circles, Huray’s snowball roughness model)
insertion loss (IL, red curves) and group delay (GD, blue curves) of 4 inch microstrip
line in top layer (left) and strip line in layer L3. Foil RTF, laminate 1080, adjusted Dk,
ball radius 0.5 um, tile size 4.98 um, Nb=15.
Finally, in order to match the measured and simulated insertion loss for microstrip
in bottom layer and strip line in layer L6 (VLP foil) we have adjusted the roughness
parameters in Simbeor model as follows: ∆ =0.11 and RF=7. The dielectric constant
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adjustment for 2116 laminate with VLP copper foil was relatively small: from 3.3 to 3.36
for prepreg and to 3.25 for core layers. The results are illustrated in Fig. 23 for Simbeor
model (similar results are obtained with the MHCC model). VLP foil showed smaller loss
increase at lower frequencies (thus smaller ∆ ), but larger increase with the frequency
(larger roughness factor RF). It also showed smaller increase in the capacitance due to
absence of sharp spikes on this type of treated foil. The match in this case was not ideal
(least square error 0.054). We can also notice from Fig. 23 that if the roughness model is
identified with the microstrip structure, there are growing discrepancies in the generalized
insertion loss for the strip line in layer L6. The reason for these discrepancies need to be
investigated further. Overall, the model can be considered acceptable for the practical
analysis of both microstrip and stripline structures with VLP foil up to 40 GHz.

Fig. 23. Measured (stars) and modelled (circles, Simbeor roughness model) insertion
loss (IL, red curves) and group delay (GD, blue curves) of 4 inch microstrip line in top
layer (left) and strip line in layer L3 (right). Foil VLP, laminate 2116, adjusted Dk,
∆ =0.11 and RF=7.
In summary, we have shown the possibility to achieve good accuracy in
modelling rough interconnects with surface impedance roughness correction
coefficients. Parameters of the correction coefficients can be defined by matching
measured and modelled generalized modal insertion loss and group or phase delay for
line segments. One roughness model has been used for strip and microstrip lines made of
the same foil within the same dielectric and with different strip widths.

6. Conclusion

The main result of this paper is a simple and practical methodology for
characterization and identification of the conductor roughness effect on signal
propagation in interconnects. Conductor differential surface impedance operator is
constructed with Trefftz finite elements and locally adjusted with a roughness correction
coefficient. Practically any roughness correction coefficient derived for the roughness
characterization can be used with this approach. Hammerstad correction coefficient is
modified with a roughness factor to account for variations in maximal possible increase
in attenuation due to roughness. The roughness model parameters were identified with
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the generalized modal S-parameters. It was shown that the suggested approach is
acceptable for analysis of interconnects on such a board within some variation of trace
widths at frequencies from DC to 50 GHz or with data rates up to 25-30 Gbps. It was also
shown that using roughness correction coefficients can provide comparable accuracy in
analysis of additional losses due to roughness. Substantial increase of effective dielectric
constant due to conductor surface roughness has been observed and explained by
capacitive effect of nearly singular spikes on the surface of conductor.
There remains a lot of uncertainties in modeling of interconnects on PCBs.
Effects like inhomogeneity of dielectrics, weave effect, relatively large variations of
dimensions and roughness make accurate analysis of interconnects on PCBs extremely
difficult. This paper reports work in progress; in order to further investigate roughness,
we are building another set of test boards with different foils and more homogeneous ITera resin-systsem using 3313, 1067 or 1086 weave.
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